FriendStream

On the home screen, tap  then Tools > FriendStream.

Tap a Facebook status update to:
• View comments
• Like/Unlike
• Comment
• View wall in the Web browser

Tap a Tweet to:
• Reply
• Send a direct message
• Retweet
• Add favorite
• Show profile

On the All updates screen, press OPTIONS button to access the following features:
Update status: Tap Status, enter your status message, and then tap OK.
Upload photos in Facebook: Tap Upload photos. Open the album containing photos you want to upload. Tap a photo, or tap  to capture a new photo.
Choose which social/network to update: Tap Settings > Status update and check or clear the appropriate check boxes.

Log in to social networks:
1. From the main home screen, tap MENU, and then tap Settings > Data services.
2. Tap a social network account.
3. Enter account info, and then tap Login.

Weather

Tap the weather information on the home screen to update your location.

FriendStream, Facebook and Twitter all in one.

Tech Specs

• Platform: Brew MP
• Display: 3.2-inch HVGA TFT LCD capacitive touch screen
• Network: Dual mode HSDPA/UMTS (Dual-band 850/1900MHz) and GSM/GPRS/EDGE (Dual-band 850/900/1800/1900Mhz)
• Memory: 256 MB ROM, 256 MB RAM
• Expansion slot: up to 32 GB card supported
• Processor: Qualcomm® MSM 7225, 528 MHz
• Battery: Rechargeable lithium-ion battery, 1300 mAh
• Camera resolution: 3.2 MP camera
Finally, a phone that works for you

Stay close with HTC Sense™ the logical and friendly user interface that puts the people and information you care about right on top.

A phone that's about people
Messages, emails, calls and latest social status updates are grouped by person for easy viewing and follow up. Add up to twelve contacts to your home screen for one-touch messaging, emailing or calling.

Right at home
Always know what's happening on your phone with a notification panel that opens to show you network connections, new messages received, the progress of app downloads, and more. No matter where you are, your local weather is always up to date, right on a page of your home screen.

FriendStream™
View Facebook® and Twitter™ updates in one place so it's easier to keep up with your family and friends. You can make updates to both at the same time, or separately — it's your choice. So what's on your mind?

Make it yours
Customize your phone with wallpapers, widgets, apps, and sounds. Scenes let you switch between home screen layouts instantly so you're always ready for fun, work, or whatever.

Break the touch barrier
A 3.2” capacitive touch screen makes typing, Web browsing, and interacting with your phone faster and easier. The HTC Freestyle™ is compact enough to fit anywhere, while the tough, metal uni-body construction lets it handle whatever your busy life can dish out.

Capture more moments, your way
Take great-looking pictures with the 3.2 MP camera and make those moments yours by applying effects including sepia, black and white, and negative right in the viewfinder.

Setup Wizard
When you switch on your phone for the first time, you’ll be asked to set up your phone. You can select your language, choose whether you want your current location to be automatically detected, log in to Facebook and Twitter, and more.

Unlocking
The screen automatically locks when phone is in Sleep mode. To unlock the screen, briefly press the POWER button to wake up the phone, and then drag down the bar on the lock screen.

Leap View
Pinch the screen and tap the home screen you want to leap to.

Camera
Taking a photo
1. Press camera button to open camera. Ensure that is set to Camera mode.
2. Press CAMERA button again to take a photo.

Shooting videos
1. Press camera button to open camera. Ensure that is set to Video Camera mode.
2. Press camera button to start recording a video. Press again to stop recording.

Access Camera options
Press the OPTIONS button while in Camera mode to access effects, brightness, and additional settings.

3.2” touch screen